
10 Powerful Questions To Help You
Finally Uncover Your Purpose

Struggling to find your purpose?
These are the 10 questions you must ask yourself

in order to discover your life's purpose to help you
become your best self!

By Kelley Green
Empowerment Coach | Biz Mentor
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I’m so happy you're here! I’m excited to ask you some awesome questions that I hope
empowers you to find your purpose so you can create the life of happiness and success
you've always dreamed of. 

I’ve created this 15 question list for the ambitious woman who knows she is destined
for more in life but is unsure of how to get there. This checklist is designed to help you dig
deep within yourself so you unlock your purpose and start living a life that you are proud of
and that lights you up.

I share the exact steps I used to go from a disappointed, unfulfilled, confused
millennial woman to a proud, happy, loved, influential CEO. If you find yourself feeling
like your life is lacking, know that I totally get where you’re coming from and I was
there not too long ago. If you’ve been hoping and wishing you could create your
own dream life but you lack confidence or don’t know where to begin then this list is
for you!

I want to support you because I know what it’s like trying to create a life that you love,
and are proud of, but you’re not sure which steps to take to make it happen.

I know what it feels like to have doubts and fears and wonder if the success I want is
possible for me. I also know how to overcome these thoughts and I know if a girl like
me from South Jamaica, Queens NY can do it, so can you!

I believe you can overcome your doubts, fears, and struggles, and I know that’s why
you’re reading this right now. It is finally time for you to give yourself permission to
take charge of your life and get started on uncovering your purpose so you can finally
live your dream life. You got this!

Big love,

Kelley Green

Hey Queen!



Take a moment to drown out the noise of life and be honest with yourself here.
Maybe you love more than one thing. Maybe what you love to do is an activity or it's

providing someone with a feeling. There are no right or wrong answers.
Write what thoughts come up for you first. 
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1
What Do You Love To Do?



What can you get so lost in doing that you forget to eat and sleep?
You literally lose track of time. If you can't think of anything recently, think back a few

years to when you were younger.
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What Activities Make You
Lose Track of Time?
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Think about your gifts, talents, abilities, strengths, skills, etc. 
Once you realize them, list away...
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What Are You
Naturally Good At?
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What could you almost effortlessly teach someone to do?
What would you love to teach someone to do?

What could you enjoy teaching someone even if you weren't being paid to teach them.
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If You Had To Teach Something
What Would You Teach?
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When the time comes for your eulogy to be written,
imagine what you would like it to say about you.
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If Someone Wrote About Your Contribution
To The World After You Pass On,
What Would You Like It To Say?
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Let's turn back the hands of time for a second to remember what you actually "wanted"
to be when you grew up. Think back to before life kicked in and to before you stopped

dreaming so big you felt like you could do anything you wanted.
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What Did Your 7-year Old Self Want To Be
As An Adult When You Were That Age?
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I know the world is a better place because you're in it.
Now if you were to show up in your full power what would you be doing

to make it a better place?
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What Difference Would You Like To
Make In The World?
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Imagine failure is out of the picture...
What would you be doing with your life?
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If You Weren’t Afraid Of Failing,
What Would You Want To Do

With Your Life?
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No great leaders or people of influence became who they are/were without facing
struggle. In order to become the person you want to be who lives a life you love, what are

you willing to face struggle for?
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What Are You Willing To Struggle
And Face Challenges For?
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Imagine you can do something you love, without getting paid for it, but it's okay because
your cost of living is being taken care of. 
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What Do You Love Doing So Much
You Would Do It For Free?
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Let's say you make all the money you need by having this career and you're completely
fearless about being judged for wanting to have this career. 
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If You Could Have A Career Doing What Ever
You Wanted What Would You Do?
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And don't say "I don't know"
Think about what truly lights you up.

Is it a creative activity, exploring the world, talking to new people?  
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What Are You Passionate About?
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Are you good at listening to their problems.
Do you give great relationship advice?

Do you know how to cook so well it's a wonder you haven't won "Chopped" yet?
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What Do People Typically Come To You
For Your Help With?
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Think totally out the box right now. Don't hold back, don't think about failure, or fear, or
the judgement of family and friends. If you could have the Lifestyle of your dreams what

would it look like?
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What Outrageous Life Would You Love To Live If
There Are No Obstacles To Make That Happen?
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Imagine all your financial responsibilities were taken care of,
now imagine your life.
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If Money Were Not A Factor,
What Would You Be Doing

With Your Life?
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My Purpose Is....



You have given the universe a clear sign that you are serious about uncovering your
purpose and living your dream life! You have taken a stand for yourself, your values,
and desires opposed to living in a way that puts others priorities before your own.

You have taken a deep dive into the essence in which your existence can feel ignited,
motivated, and essentially full of PURPOSE.

If you were unable to completely define your life’s purpose, that’s alright. You can
always revisit these questions again.

However, because you finished answering these questions today, you have shortened
the gap between your once unsure aimless self and can instead feel more self-aware,
passionate, and connected to your higher self.

The next natural step from this point is to explore how to “Fully Drop Self-Doubt and
Gain the Confidence to Live Life With Purpose." Now that you are more in tune with your
purpose you need to learn how to build the confidence to fiercely set goals and make
decisions that are aligned with your new purposeful outlook on life. By doing so you
can create decisions that will help you achieve your every desire. Whether your desire
is a loving relationship, more money, less stress, you name it, it will be yours!

Grab a copy of my Training “Fully Drop Self-Doubt and Gain the Confidence to Live
Life With Purpose” so stop struggling and start getting ahead in life.

Enjoy!

xx, 

Kelley Green

Congratulations!



Are you wondering how you can gather all the support and guidance that will help you finally
step out of your struggle so you can start living a life that lights you up and gives you

freedom? Do you want to learn how to stop settling so you can elevate your life and enjoy the
one that's meant for you? 

I don't want you to waste time, like I did, trying to "figure things out".
So, I would love to support you with stepping out of struggle so you start living an empowerd

life.

To view Kelley’s 1:1 Coaching Sessions:
http://www.kelleygreen.co/privatelifecoaching

To consider working with Kelley Green for business, book a complimentary Clarity Call today
Click here to book: http://bit.ly/callwithkelley 
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